
I always wonder if you can pinpoint the exact day that a person starts dying. Would it be

the moment when the first cancerous cells began to attach themselves to your vital organs,

beginning the slow, inevitable process that would eat away at your very soul until you

were reduced to nothing but an empty husk. Could you ascribe the status of dying to a

particular age - 60 perhaps - delineating a clear distinction between the two states of

being, as demarcated by the passing of the two previous periods, each divided into neat

intervals of 30. There is an argument to be made for the idea that you begin dying the

moment you are born, the word ‘living’ itself being nothing more than a rather kind way of

describing a prolonged process of rot and decay that we try to deny despite its being

inherently tied to our very existence - all beginnings requiring, at some point, an ending. I

wonder at what point I made the shift, for I certainly don't consider myself to be among the

living anymore - my best years now reside firmly and  irrevocably behind me. Over the

course of my life I have endured a lot of small moments of death - losing my grip on those

people and objects which defined my youthful period, one by one - and yet I feel that my

journey from the hopeful, upward state of living, towards the resigned, downward descent

towards dying truly began on one specfic day: just on the cusp of manhood, on what was

supposed to be the start of the rest of my life, but in many ways signalled its conclusion .

The bus pulled up the gravel driveway and the boys began to make their way out of the hut,

all in an unspoken race to get to the most desirable seats first, these being those spots right at

the back. Henry and Andrew pushed their way through the throng of pubescent teens,

knocking over one particularly portly individual nicknamed Pebble, who cried in somewhat

overdramatic anguish as he was cast to the floor and subsequently trampled. The pair didn't

have time to look back, as the wide sliding door on the bus was already being peeled back to

reveal the rows of poorly upholstered grey chairs, and there were still several other members

of the troop ahead of them. Squarely at the front stood KitKat and Biggsy, the two older kids

who, having been unable to attend the previous week's overnight hike had decided to,

instead, come along for this instalment, adopting a few lucky lower years into their cool club

for one night only. Gazza was the most obvious candidate, for while he wasn’t all that good

with girls, or especially likeable, he was extremely rich, and would often throw wild parties

when his parents took extended weekend breaks - he also had a very loud speaker and,

typically, an extensive collection of branded sweets that might eventually make its way to the

front of the bus, if they were lucky. There were four spaces at the rear of the bus, given their

particular significance due to their extended proximity from the leaders, meaning you were

able to commandeer the conversation to rather inappropriate levels; mostly though, it was

just one of those unwritten rules that the further back you were on the bus the more popular

you were - totally illogical and yet somehow adhered to zealously. Gazza cast a typically

smarmy look back at the jostling crowd, appearing like a member of court nobility scanning

the gentry for some worthy company. Henry attempted to catch his gaze, casting aside any

pretence of humility, unable to endure another journey in the presence of the unwashed

rejects which constituted the majority of the troop, but Gazza’s eyeline seemed to rest

elsewhere, before giving an upward nod towards the object of his desire. Henry watched as

Andrew left his side, taking his place at the front of the queue, before casting a quick, wide

eyed look back at his friend. Henry sighed, resigned to his fate, disappointed and yet not

surprised by the actions of his friend.

- Jesus christ

- Henry fucking Beeson



- Andy bleeding Arnott

- How the devil are you

- Not so bad, yourself?

- Alive

- Keeping on

- That I am

- How longs it been?

- I don't even want to think about it man

- What's that you're buying there?

- Aw don't even start man, some fucking flax seed kale nonsense

- What are you a hippy now?

- Something like that

- Missus got you on it?

- That she does

- Mine’s the same, she's all over pilates at the moment

- If our fathers could see us now

- Skelped for certain

- Presuming yours is-

- Aye gone, few years back now

- That's the way it is

- You in touch with the school lot at all?

- Not especially, yourself?

- Nah me neither, a few of them, the important ones at least

- How are they getting on?

- Well Davey's off in the U.S of A

- Course he is, making his millions is he?

- All according to plan

- Fucker

- And then there's Geno

- Fuck me, Geno, I forgot about him

- Everyone had, ended up in prison on a rape charge

- You're kidding

- Long story, he’s out now, still back home, sad case

- Worlds gone mental

- Tell me about it

- So what is it you do now?

After school finished we didn’t see each other for a while. You could point to a multitude of

reasons for why we drifted but ultimately it was just life, busy making other plans, as

Lennon sang it so well. There was the time at the supermarket in Kentish Town of course,

which I think we both assumed would be the rekindling of something resembling a

friendship, and yet this too became a moment among many moments, lost in the slipstream

of time pressing forward, seemingly spinning further and further out of our control. He

was never too far from my thoughts, but I never seriously considered his enduring presence

in the world, distinct from my own, until he was no longer in it. I remember the day I

heard: it was a Friday evening in the quiet local pub a few streets along from my house,

with most of the usual rabble in. Dan, the bartender, was polishing his glasses with a

religious level of scrutiny, a certain fervour that made me sure he would make a great old



man some day. Only in his mid 20’s at the time, he was by far the youngest in the bar by a

country mile, though by the way he joked with the old boys and waffled on about his

favourite whisky, he commanded  certain amount of respect. I was at the bar, reading a

hefty tome of a paperback, some historical piece about Mediaeval kings. A man gets to a

certain age and he stops thinking about the future, instead turning to the past, caressing it

like a childhood blanket, taking comfort in knowledge of things that a lot of people say

definitely happened. This particular book, however, was getting on my nerves, as it was

filled with a lot of postulation and supposition regarding the character portraits of the

members of the court, leading me to think that maybe the past was just as fluid and

indeterminable as the future, that it was all just somebody’s imagination. Dan was rubbing

an unmarked old stout glass as if he were trying to conjure a genie from it, when the door

swung open, and he gave an silent nod to someone. Half curious, I peeked to my left as the

stranger sidled up to the bar: a dark grey suit, cropped blonde-ish hair, only slightly

receding, with a long open face and eyes that were pulled wide. I remember thinking that

only one other person I had known had eyes like that - that constant deer in the headlights

sort of expression. The stranger ordered a red wine, and as Dan shuffled to the very depths

of the back bar to dust off his one possibly untouched bottle, the stranger looked about, and

then turned to me, and asked me if I knew a Henry Beeson that drank here. I examined his

face a little longer, and then I told him that I was Henry Beeson. His expression softened,

though more in a sort of quiet resignation than relief. He told me that he had bad news, and

it was then that I realised where I recognized his eyes from. He was Andrew's son.

A journey is often made more or less taxing depending on the company, and thus Henry

found himself completely drained as he trudged up what seemed to be a never ending incline

in the company of Pebble and The Leader. The Leader would often bring up the rear, after

passing the map to one of the more capable members of the troop, for in a bizarre reversal of

the previous hierarchy, the front of the group now became the coolest spot, with Kit Kat and

co proudly striding ahead, whilst the likes of Pebble and Henry were relegated to the position

of having to endure The Leader’s convoluted campfire stories. Henry bore his eyes into the

back of Andrew's head, daring him to turn around, but his ignorance took on an almost

palpable volume, and Henry cursed his friend for abandoning him, then chastised himself, as

he knew that he would have done the same in a heartbeat. Henry and Andrew’s parents

forcibly introduced them on the first day of school, and whilst it had taken the pair some

amount of time to warm up to the other, over the years they had found themselves somewhat

conjoined, despite the inevitable ebbs and flows of their respective states of popularity within

the school hierarchy. When one member of the pairing would find themselves momentarily

in the spotlight, the other would shrink away, but inevitably they would often find

themselves back together, sharing some intangible bond that neither ever addressed

explicitly. Andrew was dark, short and stocky, with a certain steadfast dedication to

knowledge of ‘manly’ things: whatever was required of him to participate in discussion of the

sporting zeitgeist of the day. Henry, on the other hand, was tall, fair-haired and sensitive, yet

still taking up the same borderline obsessive attitude to his interests, albeit with music amd

comic book history swapped out for sports. The two boys felt intensely about everything,

sometimes clashing on key issues, and often falling out over the most, in retrospect, inane

topics, not realising that these petty disagreements were important sources of stimulation.

As he walked along, Henry told himself that he couldn’t care less about Andrew, though deep

down he knew he didn’t mean it at all.



- So you're married then

- Aye, yourself?

- Aye

- Haha, who’d have thought eh?

- I certainly wasn't betting on it

- What's she like, she a piece?

- Christ, I haven't heard anyone describe anyone else as a piece in years

- Aye, I know, old habits die hard eh?

- Couldn't get away with that nowadays

- Certainly couldn't

- For the best though perhaps

- Aye

- Well spill the beans you old fart, what's she look like, tall, short, skinny, fat?

- Her names Vanessa, and she's a redhead actually

- Haha aye I remember you did always like the fiery ones

- Stop it

- What was her name at school, with the legs?

- They all had legs

- You know what I mean

- Jessie Reg

- Jessie fucking Reg, that’s the ticket, she had a rack when she was only 14

- Probably wasn't that much of a rack in hindsight

- Aye but at the time it looked cracking

- Mhm

- Oh come off it, I'm just messing, I’m glad you're doing well is all

- Thanks man

- Good to see you for sure

- You too

- Too long

- And-

- And?

- Yourself, married, what's yours like?

- Ah

- What?

- Well -

The funeral had been a strange affair. I still think about why Andrew's son had sought me

out specifically, why his wife had made such a big deal about me being present, assuring

me how much I had meant to him, which confused me, as I was sure that he had mostly

forgotten about me. I wondered what Andrew had told them of us, what it had all meant to

him - I had never told anyone about Andrew, not because he wasn't special to me, but

because, in a sense, I didn't feel like sharing that part of myself with anyone, as it seemed so

ludicrous to even speak about. They sent him off with all the traditional bells and whistles:

the open casket, the lackadaisical priest, the wake at the quaint english pub after. I

remember thinking that it all seemed so fake, like this wasn’t really a day that I was

supposed to be at - that it wasn’t a day that was even supposed to happen at all. There are

days in your life that you can imagine arriving with a certain clarity and there are others

that you would never predict to occur in the way they do: burying Andrew was a moment



that never occurred to me as a possibility, his existence seeming so tied to exuberant

youthfulness that his dying just never even crossed my mind. I had always wondered, when

I still believed in all that, if when we went to heaven, and lived there for the rest of eternity,

doing whatever we pleased, what age we would be while we were there. Would we be

doomed to spend the rest of our days as the age when we were cut down, senile and

withered, or would we be magicked up in the clouds as we were when we were the best age

of our lives, the time in our existence when we most suited our physical form. At what age

were you most alive, and when did you become mostly dying. Even though I stopped going

to church many years ago, I still cling on to the hope that Andrew and I would one day be

reunited somewhere, as we were when we were both at our most alive: resplendent in our

freshly ironed uniforms, all our badges stitched neatly on the sleeves.

They weren’t so much tents as they were large bits of tarpaulin you had to lie over a length of

rope, in between two trees. They had a name, but Henry couldn’t remember it. The Leader

was helping him set his contraption up, as he hadn’t found a partner in time, so now while

the rest of them were chatting away, drinking cans of coke and playing music over their tinny

phone speakers, he was listening to The Leader’s rousing rendition of his Black Rats story,

which typically involved a lone person or persons trapped in an enclosed space, who, after an

appropriate amount of suspicious rustling or scratching, were burst in on by a pack of

vicious, bloodthirsty black rats, who subsequently devoured them down to the bone. What

scared Henry about the Black Rats was the way in which The Leader told the story, often

beginning each instalment with a description of a troop ‘very much like this’, in a place ‘very

much like this’, on a night ‘very much like this’. When the story became linked to his current

situation, it felt easier to picture himself in it, and thinking about those large, infested

rodents gnawing at the outside of his tent, Henry began to dread the night ahead even more

than he already was, as with nobody to keep him company, he would be left alone with

nothing but his cruel thoughts.

They had walked around the bay, crested the incline, and set up camp in a patch of forest just

north of the cape. The floor was covered in ash and pine needles, with a few tough tree roots

poking out of the ground, and the trees were thin and close together, meaning you had to zig

zag between them when you were running back and forth. This also meant that there were

only a few good spots to set up your tent, where you weren't going to have to sleep on rough

patches or in a ditch or squashed between two particularly tight trunks. Kit Kat and co were

off separate from the rest of the group, as far as they were allowed by The Leader, and had

put their tarps together to give the effect of a wide pagoda like structure. The rest of the troop

were scattered about with no particular reasoning - happy in their little pairings, they quietly

chatted away, or made small manageable fires, under The Leader’s watchful eye. Somehow

the quiet kids seemed more content than those who were separate, congregating under a roof

of quiet coolness, drowning each other out with music and the crackle of crisp wrappers,

there was something peaceful about not trying so hard. As he sat chewing on a particularly

tough piece of dried mango his mother had packed for him, out of the darkness a form peeled

away from the others, and Henry made out a boy heading towards him. Andrew appeared by

his side, and without a word, took a seat under his canopy, taking a piece of dried mango

without asking, and chewing on it like it were raw meat he had scavenged from a carcass. The

Leader, seeing this, nodded quietly, before announcing to the group in general that he would

see them all in the morning, as he was heading back over the cape to sleep in the van. He

urged them all to not stay up late, as they had an early start the next day. Henry and Andrew



shared a look with each other at this, both knowing full well that there had never been

uttered such a futile command to a group of boys left to their own devices, alone in the

woods.

- Do you remember the last day of school?

- Aye, of course, how could I forget?

- What a laugh

- They couldn't wait to be rid of us

- After the years before I think they just knew we were gonna cause trouble

- Lloyd never even got to chuck that fish at Barky

- Think he just left it on his car in the end

- I thought he put it in an air vent

- Are you sure?

- No, I’m not actually

- Hm

- Did you see what was in the news the other day?

- No

- The fire brigade had to be called, some kid let off a flare in the bistro

- You're joking

- Nope

- At the boys

- Aye

- Fuck me, who said teenage rebellion was dead eh

- The kids have still got it

- Think the most I managed was putting up a few posters of Payneo

- That was me!

- Was it?

- Aye

- Aye?

- You know I don't even remember how that day ended

- Think we all just ended up going out

- Don't think I made it to be fair, was put to bed far too early

- I swear I have a picture of us down by the harbour

- Is that not you and Malcy

- Maybe

- Hm

- Was that the last time?

- What

- That we saw each other

- I don't know

- I reckon it was

- Aye?

- Did we even say goodbye, do you know?

The pair talked throughout the evening, ignorant of all those around them, enraptured

exclusively by the other's company, until the sky began to reveal the stars, and the call of the

night owl began to thrum softly through the branches of the tightly nestled pine trees. Even

after the din of the other boys faded, Henry and Andrew continued with their own private



high court debate, making grand sweeping assertions regarding the troops laughable

hierarchy of popularity, the politics of the rugby team, the best defences one could employ

against an attack from the Black Rats, and the ranking of the most attractive female teachers

at school, based on a rigorous points system. At one point Henry raised himself up, in the

manner of a distinguished orator, and spouted off an impassioned defence of Mrs Shane,

based off of a particularly busty display at the school science trip. Andrew took this all in, and

then retorted back with a blistering description of Miss Darren's rear that would have put

Shakespeare himself to shame, utilising a dazzlingly verbose lexicon. Henry found himself

stupefied and only able to applaud vigorously in response, before the pair fell about laughing

in complete and utter hysterics, revelling in the sheer unbridled joy of unhindered,

unscrutinised expression.

Breathless, wishing to keep talking and yet barely able to muster a salient thought, Henry

turned to his side and saw that Andrew's eyes were now closed. He looked at the soft, nearly

translucent skin on his eyelids, where the veins sat under the surface, and you could see the

light twitching of his eyeballs, as if he were still looking around in the darkness, searching for

something. Henry wondered if Andrew felt the same sense of calm that their closeness

afforded him, that somehow it just made sense that they were sharing the same space once

again. He wondered if he knew that he didn't hate him for leaving him, that he understood

that they both felt the same need to be liked, and accepted, so much that they would hide

who they were. He hoped that Andrew knew that he could be himself around Henry, that

Henry would always wait for him, no matter what. Andrew's eyes then seemed to burst open,

and gazed back at Henry - the same eyes that he had found resting his own in the line for the

bus, only this time softened, expressing some different emotion, a kind of quiet resignation.

Henry wondered if somehow Andrew had heard his wayward thoughts, that somehow the

night had been so still that his emotions had taken on a perceptible volume. In a moment of

almost telepathic communication, the pair leaned into each other, the particular curves of

their faces seemingly slotting into the other like long missing jigsaw pieces, and under the

cheap plastic roof they shared a moment of affection unparalleled by anything either of them

would experience ever again.

I think I really began dying the day after I kissed Andrew, because after that, nothing could

ever again come close to what I felt. The rest of the day after, perhaps even the rest of my

life following it, is something of a blur - I do not recall if we ever spoke again of what

happened: too shy, too embarrassed perhaps, I just don’t know. The only memory I have

from the time immediately following that night is of myself, stumbling into the light in the

morning, whilst Andrew slept soundly in our shared sleeping bag, and walking towards

the crest of the hill, to look out over the bay. Across the cape you could see where we had

parked the van, from this perspective separated only by the outstretching of a thumb and

forefinger: the distance between this world and the next, the world of the living and the

dying. I remember I stood there for a while and watched the waves crashing against the

rocks, seemingly hurling themselves with all the force they could muster, possessed with a

sense of seemingly reckless abandon. When I think of my life, I think of those waves,

imploding again and again on the cliff face, somehow always reeling back and gathering

themselves once more, for another charge into a certain, inevitable, oblivion.


